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Roadmap

• Level setting
• AI and GDPR
• AI and military applications
• AI and quantum computing



Tech/political/economic landscape

• Affordances
• Winner-take-all effect because of ”data advantage”

• Halevy et al (2009)

• EU protectionism versus US/China industrial policy?
• Relatively loose data protection in China/US may advantage ML development
• Presumably systems can be trained outside EU, but then deployed wrt

Europeans
• Many tools are open source; democratization of tools as a shaping force of AI

• Stakes high—driving hype 
• Uber will fail without autonomous driving
• Google desperate for post-PageRank innovation



Wall Street Journal, Nov. 12, 2018











Positive vision

• Augmented intelligence/reality
• Feedback on behavior, insight into inner state
• Sensemaking (eyeglasses > affective states)
• Provision of context, even hedge against “fake news”
• Scut work performed by machine
• Even creative work enhanced by machines

• Computers generate musical options 
• Advances in optimization in many industries 



Roadmap

• Level setting
• AI and GDPR
• AI and military applications
• AI and quantum computing



ML as a new kind of discipline

• What are the institutional, substantive, and procedural protections 
necessary for this new form of social ordering?
• How could the GDPR be made ML-friendly?

• Must incorporate the global strategic posture of Asia and the US
• Different domains of ML will need different approaches
• Affordances matter

• Tools are open source and freely available
• Mega data firms
• ML likely to exist in personal devices

• What self-regulation is realistic, effective?



Privacy’s goals

• Privacy is an instrumental value; often articulated as a terminal one
• Minimization
• Procedural protections
• At the highest level, minimization & procedures are intended to blunt 

the power of decision makers (give users rights & impose 
responsibilities on data holders) 



GDPR & ML

• Ex ante dominant 

• Minimization & use limitations

• Consent can’t be the catch-all exception

• Assigns ad optimization to “high risk” 

data processing

• Article 15: “meaningful information 

about the logic involved…”

• Article 22: right against being “subject to 

a decision based solely on automated 

processing, including profiling…”





Explainability challenges

• The “Alien Intelligence” metaphor
• Complexity
• Deliberate non-transparency
• Emergent outcomes
• Lack of justification
• Counterfactuality

Andreas et al, Learning to Compose Neural Networks for Question Answering



Problems in algorithmic “fairness”

• Confusion over instrumental and terminal goals
• An autonomous weapons system could kill child combatants lawfully; is this 

“fair”
• Is the point to be fair or to avoid unfairness?
• Emphasis on procedural protections (much like privacy) rather than substance

• Semantic sleight of hand
• Algorithmic fairness could be “accountable” in two senses:

• Making an accounting of an action
• Making people/institutions responsible for actions

• Still need to decide what “fairness” is being promoted



Mechanics of fairness

• Insight is needed into
• Data inputs
• Algorithms
• Decisions made

• Each of these areas can have nuanced biases
• In data selection, cleaning, etc
• In institutional practices & assumptions
• In technical limitations that shape analysis
• Could be emergent forms of bias



Subtle design choices have real consequences 

• Let’s say you wanted to use NLP to detect ISIS “travelers” on Twitter. 
Methods matter–
• Techniques to reduce the problem space damage context

• Stopwords often eliminate negatives, such as “wouldn’t,” as in “I wouldn’t 
travel to Istanbul to join ISIS”

• Vectorizing can reduce context
• Size of N-grams matters
• Tradeoffs between stemming and lemmas may result in choosing the more 

inaccurate stemming instead of resource-intensive, contextual lemma.
• E.g. meanness and meaning become mean under stemming.

• Techniques to optimize can focus on false positives or false negatives



Expert regulatory institutions

• Vest regulators with authority, expertise 
to address changing situations
• Many downsides…



Fair credit reporting act

• Credit reporting (CRAs) had ”big data” 
status in 1960s
• Expert systems ”AI”
• 1970 Legislative solution was a 

performance-based standard:
• CRAs shielded from defamation liability if 

they adopted techniques to ensure 
“maximum possible accuracy”

• Terminal goal: accuracy
• Instrument: performance standard + 

procedural rights
• Ex post approach



FCRA can deal with emergent problems

• Judy Thomas sued 
TransUnion for regularly 
mixing her report with a 
Judith Upton. 
• Thomas’ SSN was on digit 

different from Upton’s + 
they shared “Jud” in the 
first name
• CRAs expert systems 

classified women by their 
first names!



From procedure to substance

• Best data & tools are now in the private sector
• Academics need more industry partnerships…

• Shoshana Zuboff: advances in ML are shifting the “division of 
learning” in society
• Who knows?
• Who decides?
• Who decides who decides?

• THE AGE OF SURVEILLANCE CAPITALISM (2018)

• Cf. “freedom to observe,” “freedom to learn”
• Private decision space



Personality judgments 
Our personality traits and 
political predispositions are 
predictable from the “likes” we 
give away free on Facebook

…people’s personalities can 
be predicted automatically 
and without involving human 
social-cognitive skills.



Youyou et al 
(2015)



Michal Kosinski and Yilun Wang, Deep neural networks are more accurate than humans at detecting 
sexual orientation from facial images (2017)

Sex orientation from photos 



From procedure to substance

• Best data & tools are now in the private sector
• How to address winner take all?

• Shoshana Zuboff: advances in ML are shifting the “division of 
learning” in society.
• Who knows?
• Who decides?
• Who decides who decides?

• THE AGE OF SURVEILLANCE CAPITALISM (2018)

• Cf. “freedom to observe,” “freedom to learn”
• Private decision space
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Strategic landscape

• Competitive adoption of autonomy, speed of conflict quickening 
• Degrees of “autonomy” & automation

• Decision to attack
• Target selection
• “loitering” 

• High level norm erosion--blurring lines of “war” and “peace”
• Different strategic posture in Europe

• Presence of electronic warfare/GPS denial
• Triggers crisis in communications, chain of command





Conflict in the information domain
• Historical trend of increasing individuality
• Increasingly able to shape, even invent, our own reality



Literature largely ignores military 
applications, lessons
• ”Autonomy” in systems back to the 1980s

• Draw in carefully-studied lessons from accidents
• Cybersecurity

• Defense & offense
• Battlefield cyber (look at the Snowden documents carefully)

• Radio-delivered payloads
• Attacks on other devices
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Second quantum revolution

• Current research agenda
• Advances in metrology, communications, sensing and computing 
• Strategic race—EU has invested 1b



Quantum background

• Characteristics of the subatomic world; 
human experience rarely encounters its 
strange physics
• Superposition: enables a form of parallel 

computing, quantum parallelism 
• No-cloning theorem: can be leveraged to 

detect eavesdropping
• Entanglement: enables sensing at a 

distance, teleportation



Affordances

• Need for supercooling
• Cloud-based infrastructures (IBM, DWave)
• Expensive
• Decoherence 
• Computing still hasn’t reached “quantum superiority”

• Mass decryption may still be decades off



Implications for ML

• New sensing abilities (including at a distance)
• MRI
• Two-photon applications

• Search (Grover)
• Optimization (DWave)
• Simulation (IBM)
• AI (Google)
• Debugging in reverse because of quantum parallelism 



Roadmap

• Level setting
• AI and GDPR
• AI and military applications
• AI and quantum computing
• Thank you J
• Chris Hoofnagle, choofnagle@berkeley.edu


